
The largest hurdles executives anticipate this year are changes in:

Sellers are getting more experienced at the art of divestitures and 
managing the process to close.

Chances are your next buyer is going to be domestic or a private equity firm. 
Common knowledge dictates buyers are sparse during times of crises, 

but record cash reserves–especially in the private equity sector–promise an 
interesting twist in the current market environment.

Highest price (29%) and speed and 
certainty to close (27%) are the key factors 
in choosing a buyer. Yet, an inability to get 
acceptable deal terms saw the largest 
rise (55% in 2020 over 32% in 2017) as 
major reason when deals did not close, 
suggesting that sellers hold their ground and 
don’t place a sell above all else.

Technology, data and analytics becomes 
important, now more than ever. 

agreed they were able to achieve a higher 
transaction value using analytics and modeling

As sellers get increasingly comfortable with leveraging data and analytics to maximize the value 
of their divestments, technology broadly holds the promise of virtualizing and streamlining M&A 
processes in service of reducing transaction costs, avoiding downstream risks and surprises, and 
ultimately increasing value a seller can derive a transaction.

Deloitte, “2020 Global Divestiture Survey” (2020) and “2017 Corporate Divestment Strategy Survey” (2017). 
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89%

74%

76%
Closed 2-4 transactions in the last 36 months 

(compared to 32% in 2017)

Execute from decision to sell to signed agreement in 
less than 12 months (compared to 57% in 2017)

Recent divestitures ended in a successful closing 
(compared to 72% in 2017).

73%

62% of respondents felt analytics and modeling could help 
them more quickly get to a “best and final” bid

think analytics are very or extremely 
beneficial when it comes decision making

52% ended up selling to 
domestic private equity 

(compared to 15% in 2017) 
and 51% sold to domestic 
corporates (compared to 
33% in 2017)

63% marketed their recent 
deals to domestic private 

equity (compared to 34% in 
2017) while cross-border 
corporates decreased from 

50% to 38%

75%

Experienced sellers succeed by starting early and integrating 
sell-side considerations into their regular strategy discussions.

Evaluate assets for divestiture only when there are 
performance or strategic issues (down from 53% in 2017)

Account for somewhere between 4 to 12 months of 
planning before they take an asset to market

Prepare carve-out financial statements to 
solidify their position during due diligence 

(compared to 46% in 2017)
60%

75%

45%

Operating 
performance

36%
Inability to get 
acceptable value for 
their assets 

33%
Inability to get 
acceptable 
deal terms

35%

Despite COVID-19, M&A activity will continue and potentially even accelerate. Divestitures will be 
a key tactic to salvage value in a defensive M&A playbook. Coming out of COVID-19, more than 
half of the companies represented in the survey are preparing for, or considering a divestiture. 
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